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STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION 
The State agrees that the Utah Supreme Court has jurisdiction in this matter 
pursuant to Utah Code Ann. § 78-2-2(3)(j) (Supp. 2001) (appeals from judgments over 
which the Court of Appeals lacks original appellate jurisdiction). 
STATEMENT OF ISSUE PRESENTED FOR REVIEW 
The issue presented on interlocutory appeal from summary judgment is: When 
does the statute of limitations begin to run for a cost recovery action under Sections 19-6-
418 and 420 of Utah's Underground Storage Tank Act ("UST Act")? Utah Code Ann. 
§§ 19-6-401 through -429 (1998 & Supp. 2001). 
STANDARD OF REVIEW 
The State agrees that "[a] trial court's decision to grant or deny a motion for 
summary judgment is a legal one and will be reviewed for correctness." Salt Lake City v. 
Silver Fork Pipeline. 913 P.2d 731,733 (Utah 1995). The State further agrees that 
appellate review of a trial court's summary judgment is de novo and accordingly, this 
Court owes no deference to the trial court's decision. American Nat'l Fire Ins. Co. v. 
Farmers Ins. Exch.. 927 P.2d 186,188 (Utah 1996). 
DETERMINATIVE PROVISIONS 
The following statutory provisions are determinative for this appeal, 
b. Utah Underground Storage Tank Act ("UST Act"), Utah Code Ann. §§ 19-
6-401 to 19-6-429 (1998 & Supp. 2001). 
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c. "The executive secretary may recover: 
(1) from a responsible party the proportionate share of costs the 
party is responsible for as determined under Section 19-6-424.5; 
(c) costs of collecting the amounts in Subsections (l)(a) and 
0)(b)." 
Utah Code Ann. § 19-6-418 (1998). 
2. "Regardless of whether the tank generating the release is covered by the 
fund, the executive secretary may: 
(a) order the owner or operator to take abatement, investigative, 
or corrective action, including the submission of a corrective 
action plan; and 
(b) if the owner or operator fails to take any of the abatement, 
investigative, or corrective action ordered by the executive 
secretary, the executive secretary may take any one or more of 
the following actions: 
(iv) recover costs from responsible parties equal to their 
proportionate share of liability as determined by Section 19-6-
424.5." 
Utah Code Ann. § 19-6-420 (1998). 
4. "An action may be brought within three years: 
(4) for a liability created by the statutes of this state, other than 
for a penalty or forfeiture under the laws of this state, except 
where in special cases a different limitations is prescribed 
under the statutes of this state;" 
Utah Code Ann. § 78-12-26 (4) (1998). 
5. "The limitations of this article apply to actions brought in the name 
of or for the benefit of the state or other governmental entity, the same as to 
actions by private parties, except under Section 78-12-33.5." Utah Code 
Ann. §78-12-33(1996). 
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STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
A. Nature of the Case 
This statutory strict liability action arises from petroleum contamination at a 
former gasoline service station in Monticello, Utah. Action was brought by the State of 
Utah ("the State") against certain owners and former operators of the service station 
pursuant to the Utah Underground Storage Tank Act, Utah Code Ann. § 19-6-401 to -429 
("UST Act"). The State has brought its statutory cost recovery action against appellants 
Brent Redd, Woody's Enterprises, Marathon Oil, (hereinafter collectively referred to as 
"Defendants") and others to recover it corrective action costs pursuant to Utah Code Ann. 
§§ 19-6-418 and-420 (1998). 
The statute of limitations on the UST Act is silent and Defendants Brent Redd and 
Woody's Enterprises, and Marathon Oil moved for summary judgment on the grounds 
that the State was time-barred under Utah Code Ann. § 78-12-26(4) from any cost 
recovery. The Defendants argued that there is a single accrual date and that the State's 
cost recovery cause of action under the UST Act should be treated the same as a private 
party landowner with a cause of action founded in tort and that the corresponding 
discovery rule applies. The State agreed that § 78-12-26(4) applied, but that treating the 
State's claim as one founded in tort is a misplaced analysis. The State argued that its cost 
recovery action is statutory, founded upon principles of equitable restitution, and that its 
right to reimbursement accrues at the time of each payment. The trial court agreed with 
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the State and ruled that the State's cost recovery cause of action under the UST Act 
accrued each time payment was made by the State. 
B. Course of Proceedings 
The State filed its complaint against Defendants on September 16, 1998 in the 
Seventh District Court for San Juan County. (R. at 1.) Brent Redd and Woody's filed 
their motion for summary judgment on December 29, 1999. (R. at 206). The State filed 
its opposition to Redd and Woody's motion on January 11, 2000. (R. at 248.) Marathon 
Oil filed its motion for summary judgment on February 29, 2001. (R. at 455.) The State 
filed its opposition to Marathon Oil's motion on March 6, 2000. (R. at 620.) Oral 
arguments were heard by the Honorable Bryce K. Bryner on March 31, 2000. (R. at 716.) 
The trial court entered its Ruling on Brent Redd and Woody's motions for 
summary judgment on October 2, 2000. (R. at 809.) The trial court entered its Ruling on 
Marathon Oil's motion for summary judgment on October 3, 2000. (R. at 816.) The trial 
court entered its Conclusions of Law and Order on K. Brent Redd and Woody's Motions 
for Summary Judgment on January 22, 2001. (R. at 853.) Also on January 22, 2001, the 
trial court entered its Conclusions of Law and Order on Marathon Oil's Motion for 
Summary Judgment. (R. at 858.) On April 19, 2001, this Court granted Marathon Oil's 
petition for permission to appeal an interlocutory order. (R. at 865.) On May 2, 2001, this 
Court granted Brent Redd and Woody's petition for permission to appeal an interlocutory 
order. (R. at 901.)Defendants Brent Redd and Woodys' filed their Petition for 
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Interlocutory Appeal on January 25, 2001. Defendant Marathon Oil filed its Petition for 
Interlocutory Appeal on February 6, 2001. The parties subsequently stipulated to the 
consolidation of the appeals for purposes of briefing and oral argument. On June 13, 
2001, this Court granted said stipulation to consolidate but allowed appellants the right to 
file separate briefs. 
C. Facts Relevant to Issues Presented for Review 
The State alleges that appellants Marathon Oil, Brent Redd and Woody's 
Enterprises are responsible parties for releases of petroleum products from underground 
storage tanks that were part of a former service station located at 148 East Central Street, 
MonticeJlo, Utah, ("the Site"). (R. at 461.) On June 23, 1991, six tanks were removed 
from the Site. (R. at 461.) No additional tanks remain at the Site. (R. at 461.) Sampling 
performed during removal of the tanks in 1991, indicated that releases of petroleum 
products had occurred. (R. at 461.) The release was first reported to the State of Utah, 
Department of Environmental Quality, Division of Environmental Response and 
Remediation, on July 29, 1991. (R. at 461.) 
In December 1991, defendant Woody's Enterprises submitted a subsurface 
investigation to the State. (R. at 461.) Between 1991 and 1994, plaintiffs demanded that 
defendants Woody's Enterprises and Brent Redd conduct abatement, investigative, and 
corrective action at the Site as required by the UST Act. (R. at 462.) Defendants 
Woody's Enterprises and Brent Redd did not comply with the State's demands because 
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they were unable or unwilling to do so. (R. at 462.) 
On March 18, 1993, the State informed Brent Redd that he had failed to 
take abatement, investigative and corrective action required by the UST Act. (R. at 462.). 
In 1994, the State conducted another preliminary review of the property. 
(R. at 462.) By April 1995, the State contracted with consultants Eckhoff, Watson and 
Preator Engineering and began investigation and cleanup of the Site. (R. at 555.) 
Investigation and clean up of the Site commenced April 17, 1995. (R. at 
555-560.) The work commenced on April 17, 1995 was approved for payment by 
DEQ on June 4,1995. (R. at 555.) Payment for the work commenced on April 17, 1995 
was made by the State on June 21, 1995. (R. at 592.) The State has continued to pay 
clean up costs through at least November 24, 1999. (R. at 661-663.) 
The State filed this cost recovery action on September 16, 1998. (R. at 1.) 
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 
Utah Code Ann. § 19-6-418 provides that the executive secretary may recover 
from a responsible party the proportionate share of costs the party is responsible for as 
determined under Section 19-6-424.5, and that all costs recovered under this section shall 
be deposited in the Petroleum Storage Tank Cleanup Fund created in Section 19-6-405.7. 
The State has brought this statutory cost recovery action against appellants Brent Redd, 
Woody's Enterprises, Marathon Oil and others to recover it corrective action costs. 
Utah's UST Act is silent on the statute of limitations on such a cost recovery action. 
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Defendants would assert that this statutory cause of action is akin to a cause of 
action brought by a private party landowner bringing a property damage claim founded in 
tort common law. On the other hand, case law is clear that government cost recovery 
actions of this type are founded in quasi-contract and that even in the absence of a 
statutory cause of action, the State would have a common law cause of action based upon 
principles of equitable restitution. 
Defendants have cited no case law where the government is the plaintiff in an 
environmental clean up cost recovery action to support its position that the statute of 
limitations accrues against the government before the government has actually incurred 
clean up costs. Nor have defendants cited a relevant case which has held the statute of 
limitation begins to run for all past and future costs against the government upon the 
government's making its first expenditure. 
The more sound result, supported by relevant case law applying equitable 
principles of restitution, is that this State's statutory right to reimbursement cause of 
action does not accrue until each time the State pays out money. 
ARGUMENT 
I. BACKGROUND OF THE UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANK ACT 
In 1976, Congress enacted the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act 
("RCRA")1 to regulate the management of hazardous waste. Eight years later, Congress 
,42U.S.C §6901 etseq. 
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amended RCRA by enacting the Hazardous and Solid Waste Amendments of 1984 
("HSWA").2 The HSWA expanded the scope of RCRA's regulatory reach to prevent 
"regulated substances" in USTs from leaking into groundwater. One major portion of 
HSWA is subtitle I, which mandated the establishment of a comprehensive program for 
the regulation of underground storage tanks. 
Prior to enactment of subtitle I, the Comprehensive Environmental Response 
Compensation and Liability Act of 1980 ("CERCLA"),3 was the provision for handling 
UST spills. CERCLA broadly deals with many hazardous waste issues, including UST 
releases; however, CERCLA's petroleum exclusion4 prevented the EPA from cleaning up 
spills from underground storage tanks. In 1986, Congress enacted a "superfund 
amendment ("SARA")5 which imposed financial requirements on owners and operators 
of USTs by requiring them to maintain evidence of financial responsibility to clean up 
leaking underground tanks and compensate third parties.6 In conjunction with the 
enactment of SARA, Congress passed the Tax Reform Act of 19867 which established the 
2See Pub.L.No. 98-616, 98 Stat. 3221 (1984) 
342U.S.C. §9601 
M2U.S.C. §9601(14) 
5See Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act of 1986 
6See 42 U.S.C.A. 6991b(c)(4)-(6), 6991b(d)(l)-(5), 6691b(h)(West Supp. 1993) 
726U.S.C.A. §4081 
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Leaking Underground Storage Tank Fund. 
In 1989, the Utah Legislature enacted Utah Code §19-6-401 ("Underground 
Storage Tank Act" or "Act"). In response to the United States Environmental Protection 
Agency's ("EPA") then recently-enacted regulations concerning underground storage 
tanks ("UST"), the Underground Storage Tank Act addresses the federal EPA insurance 
requirement issue by creating the state-administered Petroleum Storage Tank Trust Fund 
("PST Fund").9 In order to participate in the PST Fund the owner or operator must meet a 
number of requirements such as registering the tank, paying annual fees,and showing that 
the tank is free from leaks.10 If a UST release was deemed covered by the fund, the 
liability of the tank owner under the original Act would be limited to costs up to $25,000 
and more than $1,000,000.u 
Utah's petroleum storage tank program is administered by the executive secretary 
of the Solid and Hazardous Waste Control Board ("executive secretary")12. The Solid and 
Hazardous Waste Control Board is a policymaking board created within the Department 
The Leaking Underground Storage Tank Fund was established by the Tax Reform 
Act of 1986. The Fund was to be financed by a 0.1 cent per gallon tax on gasoline and 
other motor fuels. 
9See Utah Code Ann. § 19-6-409 
"See Utah Code Ann. §§ 19-6-411 to 415. 
11
 See Utah Code Ann. § 19-6-419. The legislature amended subsection (2)(a)(i) in 
1994 reducing the amount the tank owner had to pay from $25,000 to $10,000. 
12See Utah Code Ann. § 19-6-404 
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of Environmental Quality ("DEQ").13 DEQ is the regulatory agency created within state 
government with authority to establish and operate programs, as authorized by Title 19, 
Utah's Environmental Code, necessary for protection of the environment and public 
health from environmental hazards.14 
In 1992, the Utah Legislature amended the Underground Storage Tank Act.15 The 
amendments significantly strengthened the power of the executive secretary and 
retroactively applied the Act's procedures for allocating responsibility and corrective 
costs for UST leaks.16 The amended Act also created an expendable trust fund entitled 
the Petroleum Storage Tank Cleanup Fund ("cleanup fund") as a source of funding for 
cleanup of spills not covered by the PST Fund.17 The cleanup fund comes from voluntary 
contributions, legislative appropriations made to the cleanup fund, and cleanup fund cost 
recovery.18 In addition, the Amendments allow the executive secretary to take initial 
investigative and corrective action using PST Fund money.19 
,3See Utah Code Ann. § 19-1-106 
"See Utah Code Ann. § 19-l-201(2)(d) 
,5Ch. 268, 1989 Utah Laws 843 (codified as amended at Utah Code Ann. §§ 19-6-
401 to -427 (1991 & Supp. 1992). 
16Utah Code Ann. § 19-6-402.5(l)-(3) (Supp. 1992). 
17Utah Code Ann. § 19-6-405.7 
18Utah Code Ann. §19-6-405.7(2) 
,9Utah Code Ann. § 19-6-409(5). 
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The executive secretary may use the cleanup fund monies for administration, 
investigation, abatement action, and preparing and implementing corrective action 
plans.20 The Act authorizes the executive secretary to recover from a responsible party 
costs equal to their proportionate share of liability as determined by Section 19-6-424.5. 
All costs recovered go back into the cleanup fund.21 
The UST Act does not provide for a private cause of action for cost recovery, 
however, it does provide for a cause of action for contribution for "any party who incurs 
costs in excess of his liability."22 That the UST Act does not give independent standing to 
a landowner to sue for cost recovery immediately distinguishes this case from those cases 
relied upon by appellants where a landowner is seeking cost recovery as part of a tort 
action. 
II STATE'S COST RECOVERY CAUSE OF ACTION IS NOT 
FOUNDED IN TORT COMMON LAW 
The issue of when the statute of limitation begins to run against the State of Utah 
under the cost recovery provisions of the Underground Storage Tank Act is one of first 
impression in Utah. There is a lack of published case law across the country on the issue 
of the application of the statute of limitations as it applies to the state government seeking 
cost recovery under authority of its state underground storage tank act. The Court is not 
20Utah Code Ann. § 19-6-405.7(4). 
2,Utah Code Ann. § 19-6-418. 
22See Utah Code Ann. § 19-6-424.5(6)(a). 
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without guidance, however, as there is no shortage of analogous federal case law 
addressing state or federal government cost recovery actions for environmental cleanups 
under federal environmental statutes. The underlying principles on which these cases are 
based apply equally to this state law cost recovery action. In contrast, the cases relied 
upon by the defendants involve landowner plaintiffs and result in a misplaced analysis. 
The reason the federal government cost recovery cases are particularly relevant 
and instructive is because (1) they involve government plaintiffs seeking statutory cost 
recovery; (2) the response costs were incurred as a result of the government exercising its 
statutory authority to perform the work to protect public health and the environment; (3) 
the government does not have a property interest in the land and is not incurring the costs 
as a "responsible party"; and (4) the federal government, like the State of Utah, is subject 
to a statute of limitations just as a private party.23 
Where there is a landowner plaintiff with underlying tort claims, it is not 
uncommon for courts to apply a tort statute of limitations analysis. In so doing, courts 
may apply the discovery rule, looking to when plaintiff first learned of the soil 
23Congress has enacted a general statute of limitations applicable to all actions 
brought by the United States if they are "founded upon any contract express or implied in 
law or fact" (six years) or "founded upon a tort" (three years). 28 U.S.C. § 2415(a) and 
(b). See United States v. P/B STCO 213, 756 F.2d 364, 368 (5th Cir.1985.) The Senate 
Report on the enacted bill noted that "it is only right that the law should provide a period 
of time within which the Government must bring suit on claims just as it now does as to 
claims of private individuals." United States v. Central Soya. Inc., 697 F.2d 165, 167 (7th 
Cir.1982) (citing S. Rep. No. 1328, 89th Cong., 2d Sess., reprinted in [1966] U.S.Code 
Cong. & Admin.News 2502, 2503-04). 
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contamination, as was done in the cases relied upon by the defendants.24 
On the other hand, other courts applying the tort statute of limitations to a private 
landowner's right to reimbursement have recognized that there is a difference between an 
equitable reimbursement claim and a property damage claim. Applying principles of 
equitable restitution, they have held that to be reimbursed, the plaintiff must have paid the 
sum due, and the proper date or dates of accrual for actions for reimbursement of costs is 
the date or dates the costs were paid. See Oliveira v. Pereira, 605 N.E.2d 287, 291 
(Mass. 1992.); One Wheeler Road Assoc, v. Foxboro Co., 843 F.Supp. 792 
(D.Mass.1994); Hays v. Mobil Oil Corp.. 736 F.Supp. 387 (D.Mass.1990); Schurgin v. 
Amfac Electric Distribution Corp., 894 P.2d 730 (Ariz. App.1995). Thus, there seems to 
be some division among the courts on how the statute of limitations should apply to 
landowner plaintiffs under a tort analysis. 
The Ninth Circuit has held that whenever the United States sues for damages, the 
substance of the claims must be characterized for statute of limitations purposes as 
sounding in either tort, contract or quasi-contract. See United States v. Dae Rim Fishery 
24Union Pacific R. v. Reillv Indust. Inc., 4 F.Supp.2d 860 (D.Minn. 1998), aff d 
215 F.3d 830 (8th Cir. 2000) (plaintiff/landowner sought injunctive and compensatory 
relief for past and future costs to clean up contaminated property. Landowner moved for 
summary judgment on its claims under the Minnesota Environmental Response and 
Liability Act ("MERLA") on tort claims of nuisance, trespass, negligence, strict liability, 
and waste.). Similarly, Capogeannis v. Superior Court, 15 Cal.Rptr.2d 796 (Cal. App. 
1993); Carpenter v. Texaco, Inc., 646 N.E.2d 398 (Mass 1995); Kohler v. Germain 
Investment Co., 934 P.2d 867 (Colo. App. 1996) all involve landowner plaintiffs with 
underlying tort claims. 
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Company, Ltd., 794 F.2d 1392, 1394 (9th Cir.1985) (citing United States v. Limbs, 524 
F.2d 799, 801 (9th Cir.1975). Government cost recovery actions in the context of an 
environmental clean up have been addressed by the United States Supreme Court as well 
as federal circuit courts, and it is well-settled that government cost claims are founded 
upon equitable principles of quasi-contract. "The Supreme Court has held that a 
defendant has a quasi-contractual obligation to reimburse the government when it incurs 
costs discharging a duty the defendant would not perform." P/B STCO 213, supra at 371 
(citing Metropolitan Railroad Co. v. District of Columbia, 132 U.S. 1, 10 S.Ct. 19, 3 
L.Ed. 231 (1889)). This quasi-contractual remedy of restitution has been imposed by the 
courts "in order to avoid the unjust enrichment of one party at another's expense." Dae 
Rim Fishery, 794 F.2d at 1394; CIG Exploration, Inc. v. Hill, 824 F.Supp. 1532 (D. Utah 
1993).25 
This court, in Davidson Lumber Sales, Inc. v. Bonneville Investment, Inc., 794 
P.2d 11 (Utah 1990) explained how the substance of the claim determines the statute of 
limitations: 
A common-law indemnity action is based on a theory of quasi-contract or 
contract implied in law and is generally held to be governed by the statute 
of limitations applicable to actions on implied contracts. A common-law 
indemnity action is therefore, wholly distinct from the underlying action 
2Tn CIG Exploration, the Utah federal district court explained that "[a] right of 
recovery under the doctrine of unjust enrichment is essentially equitable, its basis being 
that in a given situation it is contrary to equity and good conscience for one to retain a 
benefit which has come to him at the expense of another." Id. at 1546. 
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which gave rise to the right of indemnity. 
Id. at 19. 
Two federal government cost recovery cases which are particularly illustrative of 
the principle of quasi-contract are Dae Rim Fishery cited above, and United States v. P/B 
STCQ213. 756 F.2d 364 (5th Cir. 1985). Both addressed a polluter's liability for cost of 
clean up to the United States under the Federal Water Pollution Control Act 
("FWPCA")26 and the applicable statute of limitations as it applied to the government. 
Like the UST Act, the FWPCA specified no limitations period applicable to a cleanup 
cost recovery action brought by the government, and authorized but did not require the 
government to perform the cleanup. Congress had enacted a general statute of 
limitations, which bars actions by the United States after six years if founded upon any 
contract express or implied in law or fact, 28 U.S.C. § 2415(a), and after three years if 
founded upon a tort, 28 U.S.C. § 28 U.S.C. § 2415(b). The issue in both cases was which 
statute of limitations, if any, applied. Both courts concluded that the government's cost 
recovery action fit within the quasi-contract framework of Restatement of Restitution § 
i I 
115 and, therefore, was governed by the six-year statute of limitations for contracts 
implied in law.27 This quasi-contract right of recovery is a general common law principle 
26See 33 U.S.C. § 1321(f)(1). 
27
 A person who has performed the duty of another by supplying 
things or services, although acting without the other's 
knowledge or consent, is entitled to restitution from the other 
if (a) he acted unofficiously and with intent to charge therefor, 
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and certainly not exclusive to the Government. The Fifth Circuit noted that "[ejourts 
consistently have recognized these principles and have imposed on defendants a quasi-
contractual obligation to reimburse a plaintiff, who has performed a duty, at his own 
expense, where the defendant was primarily obligated to discharge the duty. This is 
especially true where the performance of the duty was necessary to preserve the public's 
welfare and safety." P/BSTCQ213. 756 F.2d at 364. 
Ill THE STATE'S CAUSE OF ACTION DOES NOT ACCRUE UNTIL 
PAYMENT IS MADE 
The rule recognized in nearly all jurisdictions, including Utah, is that the statute of 
limitations on a cause of action for contribution or indemnity begins to run when the 
underlying claim, judgment, or settlement is paid or discharged. In Davidson Lumber, 
this court recognized that a common-law indemnity action based on a theory of quasi-
contract or contract implied in law is wholly distinct from the underlying action which 
gave rise to the right of indemnity; moreover, the action "does not arise when the 
underlying damage occurs; rather, it runs from the time of the payment of the underlying 
claims or the payment of a judgment or settlement." Davidson Lumber, 794 P.2d at 19; 
see also Perry v. Pioneer Wholesale Supply Co., 681 P.2d 214, 218 (Utah 1984); Schiess 
and (b) the things or services supplied were immediately 
necessary to satisfy the requirements of public decency, 
health, or safety. 
Restatement (First) of Restitution $ 115(1937). 
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v. Bates. 693 P.2d 440, 442 (Idaho 1984). 
The discovery rule issue in the context of a quasi-contract reimbursement action 
was addressed by Utah's federal district court in CIG Exploration, supra. A gas line 
operator brought an action seeking reimbursement from royalty interest owners of that 
portion of royalties attributable to overcharges reimbursed to customers. In finding that 
plaintiffs claims arose from equitable theories of implied and quasi-contract, the court 
stated the law in Utah. "Recent Utah case law has affirmed the rule that quasi-contractual 
claims concern a promise "implied in law" and therefore fall within section 78-12-15(1), 
and that the statute begins to run when the claimed overpayment is made." CIG 
Exploration, Inc., 824 F.Supp. at 1547. 
One of the Utah cases referred to by the CIG Exploration court was Petty & 
Riddle, Inc. v. Lunt 104 Utah 130, 138 P.2d 648 (1942), in which the Utah Supreme 
Court held that, where an action is brought to recover an excessive amount paid that is not 
based on a written promise to return the overpayment, that action is based on an "implied 
contract" and is governed by the statute of limitation concerning actions not founded on a 
written instrument. See CIG Exploration Inc., 824 F.Supp. at 1546. One of the 
arguments posed by the plaintiff in CIG Exploration was that the Petty court held that the 
"four year statute accrued when the plaintiff 'discovered that there was an overpayment 
and demand for restitution was made.'" Jd. at 1547 (quoting Petty, 138 P.2d at 652). The 
federal district court rejected that reading of Petty which is "incorrect and follows only 
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from a casual reading of that case." Jd. The court went on to state: 
The Petty court did not transform the four-years statute into a "discovery" 
statute. The issue before the court in Petty was which statute of limitations 
governed the case, the statute applicable to claims founded on a written 
instrument (six years), or the statute applicable to claims not founded on an 
obligation in writing (four years). As it was undisputed that the plaintiff 
both had made the overpayment and discovered the overpayment more than 
four years before bringing the action, the court's holding that the four-year 
statute governed the case obviated the need to address when the plaintiffs 
causes of action accrued. Thus, the court's statement that the four-year 
statute accrued when the plaintiff "discovered that there was an overpayment 
and demand for restitution had been made" is, at best, dicta. In fact, given 
section 78-12-25fs clear statement that the cause of action accrues when "the 
last charge is made or the last payment is received," it would be error for the 
court to eschew the statute in favor of the Petty dicta. 
Id at 1546. 
This principle was applied in United States v. Bovd. 520 F.2d 642 (6th Cir. 1975), 
wherein the United States, under the Rivers and Harbors Appropriation Act, §15, 33 
U.S.C.A. § 409, brought an action to recover expenses of removing a sunken barge from a 
navigable river. The Sixth Circuit held that the Government's right to restitution did not 
accrue until the actual removal of the sunken barge and actual payment to the contractor.28 
The appellants in Boyd contended, as do the appellants in this case, that if the 
Government is allowed to pursue the claim for recovery based on the time when it incurs 
28In its statute of limitations analysis the court cited Wyandotte Transportation 
Company v. United States, 389 U.S. 191, 88 S.Ct. 379, 19 L.Ed.2d 407 (1967), wherein 
the Supreme Court referred to § 115 of the Restatement of the Law, Restitution, as 
furnishing a basis for the government's recovery of its cost. 
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its actual expense of removal, it could delay removal for many years and, thus, recover 
on a stale claim. The Sixth Circuit rejected the argument, pointing out that the 
Government has practical incentives not to needlessly delay filing including running the 
risk that the responsible party would be unavailable to respond in damages, and, if the 
Government should delay too long, running the risk of the owner asserting the equitable 
defense of laches. See Boyd, 520 F.2d at 645. 
This statutory cost recovery action is still founded upon equitable principles of 
restitution and indemnity. 
IV APPELLANTS9 SUBROGATION ANALYSIS IS MISPLACED 
Appellants' argument that the State's cost recovery claim is somehow one in 
subrogation is misplaced. Utah Code Ann. § 19-6-426(7)(1998), the provision cited by 
appellant Marathon Oil in support of its contention, does not refer to the cleanup fund but 
refers to the PST Fund. Subrogation under the PST Fund referred to in section 19-6-
426(7) refers to payments for releases covered under that fund. Since the State is not 
seeking cost recovery on a release covered under the PST Fund, this is not an issue on 
appeal. 
V LIABILITY CREATED BY STATUTE 
The Executive Secretary has a statutory right to reimbursement. This fact 
immediately distinguishes the position of the Executive Secretary from all the 
environmental contamination cases cited by appellants which involve injured landowners 
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whose causes of action are founded in tort. Furthermore, private parties under the UST 
Act do not have standing to bring a statutory cost recovery action but rather may only sue 
for contribution. The distinction between contribution and cost recovery was explained 
by the First Circuit: 
Contribution is a standard legal term that enjoys a stable, well known 
denotation. It refers to a claim "by an between jointly and severally liable 
parties for an appropriate division of the payment one of them has been compelled 
to make . . . 'Actions for recovery of costs' suggests full recovery; 
and it is sensible to assume that Congress intended only innocent parties -
not parties who are themselves liable - to be permitted to recoup the whole 
of their expenditures. 
United Technologies Corp. v. Browning-Ferris Industries, Inc., 33 F.3d 96, 99 (1st Cir. 
1994). 
VI U.CA. § 78-12-33 DOES NOT REQUIRE THAT THIS STATUTORY 
COST RECOVERY ACTION BE TREATED THE SAME AS A 
COMMON LAW TORT CLAIM 
Defendants read Utah Code Ann. § 78-12-33 to require that the State's statutory 
cost recovery action be treated the same as a landowner with a claim founded in tort. 
This argument makes no sense in view of the statutory cost recovery provisions of Utah 
Code Ann. §§ 19-6-418 and 420. A more sensible reading of Section 78-12-33 is that the 
State of Utah is subject to the statute of limitations to the extent the limitation is 
applicable to similarly situated private parties. 
The parties would at least have to be availing themselves to the same underlying 
causes of action. Defendants would take this to mean that there would have to be 
imputed to the State causes of action stemming from ownership in the property. The 
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result would be that the State's claim would go from one founded in restitution to one 
founded in tort. This is simply not consistent with the relevant case law and appellants 
have been unable to cite a single case where this has been done. 
VII POLICY CONSIDERATIONS 
When addressing governmental cleanups of contaminated property, the underlying 
purposes of the remedial statute cannot be ignored. The CERCLA cost recovery cases are 
instructive in their setting forth underlying principles applicable to any statute of 
limitations analysis on the government's right to cost recover from an environmental 
cleanup.29 
In Kellev v. E.I. DuPont De Nemours and Co.. 17 F.3d 836 (6th Cir. 1994) the 
State of Michigan brought an action against companies that had disposed of large 
quantities of industrial waste at a landfill site. The State sought to recover landfill 
cleanup costs pursuant to CERCLA. The defendants maintained that the State's 
CERCLA claim relating to physical removal costs was time-barred under 42 U.S.C. § 
29U.S. v. Mottolo. 605 F.Supp. 898, 902 (D.N.H. 1985) (he remedial intent of 
CERCLA requires a liberal, statutory construction designed to avoid frustration of the 
Act's purpose); Kellev ex rel State of Mich, v. E.I. duPont de Nemours & Co.. 786 
F.Supp. 1268, 1274-75 (E.D.Mich. 1992); One Wheeler Road Associates v. Foxboro Co.. 
843 F.Supp. 792, 795 (D.Mass. 1994); U.S. v. Reilly Tar & Chem. Corp.. 546 F.Supp. 
1100, 1112 (D.Minn. 1982) (Congress intended that the government be given the tools 
necessary for the prompt and effective resolution of problems of a national magnitude 
resulting from hazardous waste disposal); U.S. v. Ambroid. 34 F.Supp.2d 86, 88 
(D.Mass. 1999) (CERCLA should be given a broad and liberal construction, and should 
not be narrowly interpreted to frustrate the government's ability to respond promptly, or 
to limit the liability of those responsible for cleanup costs). 
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9613(g)(2)(A), which provided that an action for recovery of costs for "a removal action 
must be commenced within 3 years after completion of the removal action." In affirming 
the trial court's ruling that all of the State's removal activities constituted a single 
removal action, and that the State's action was timely filed, the Sixth Circuit addressed 
policy considerations equally applicable in this case. 
The Kellev defendants argued that "a strict reading of the statute of limitations is 
especially compelled in CERCLA actions which tend to involve old facts as it is" and that 
"the State's position is rife with the potential for abuse, in that all the State need do to 
revive an expired statute of limitations period is to start a new removal activity." Id. at 
843. The appellate court acknowledged that "in general [cost recovery] actions should be 
brought as early as the EPA has the necessary information to do so,"(citing H.R.Rep. No. 
99-253(111), 99th Cong., 1st Sess.), and that a defendant has a "right to be free of stale 
claims" (citingU.S. v. Kubrick. 44 U.S. I l l , 117, 100 S.Ct. 352, 356, 62 L.Ed.2d259 
(1979). But the Sixth Circuit had also recognized that CERCLA provisions are to be 
given a broad construction "consistent with the legislative purposes of the act," Anspec 
Co. v. Johnson Controls. Inc.. 922 F.2d 1240, 1247 (6th Cir. 1991), and that the "two 
overriding objectives" of CERCLA are "cleaning up hazardous waste, and doing so at the 
expense of those who created it." Kelley, 17 F.3d at 843. The court further pointed out 
that the "[t]he running of the statute of limitations is entirely within EPA's control... 
[T]he government may take its own sweet time before suing, and ... the removal or 
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remedial action may itself take years to complete...." Id. (citing Reardon v. United States. 
947 F.2d 1509, 1519 (1st Cir. 1991). 
The court also addressed the issue of dimming memories on cases that can already 
be quite old which could be an issue in this case since the UST Act retroactively attaches 
liability for releases over the life of the USTs: 
"The defendants' claim that a strict reading of the statute of limitations 
is appropriate because this case involves old facts, is equally meritless, at 
least on the facts present here. The defendants' argument that the passage 
of time dims memories cuts against, rather than supports, their position. In 
general, the passage of an additional year will do little to dim memories that 
are already almost 30 years old." 
Id. at 833, 834. 
Defendants are asking that the court not consider these underlying purposes and 
principles behind CERCLA, and rule that the State's cause of action accrues upon the 
State's spending its first dollar in response costs. Then, if it does not file within three 
years, it is forever time barred from any cost recovery. Defendants are asking this court 
to place limitations on the State that no other court has been willing to do in the 
environmental clean up context. 
XIII THE STATE'S POSITION IS CONSISTENT WITH OTHER PUBLIC 
COFFER CASES 
This State's position creates a consistent result with how the statute of limitations 
is applied to state government in other types of actions where the State is seeking to 
enforce a statutory remedy involving public coffers. For example, Utah Code Ann. § 59-
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12-110 requires the state tax commission to make an assessment and commence a 
proceeding for the collection of unpaid taxes within 3 years of when the tax payer files his 
return or the state is time-barred from collecting on those taxes.30 
In New York, the State Department of Environmental Conservation brought action 
in federal court against the United States Department of Energy to recover environmental 
regulatory costs allegedly owed for federal facilities. Suit was brought in January 1989 
for unpaid regulatory costs going back to 1983. The court held that as the State's action 
had been brought under a state environmental statute that "created a liability that did not 
exist at common law, and would not exist at all but for the statute" any claims brought by 
the State for regulatory charges assessed prior to January 18, 1986 were barred by the 
three years statute of limitations governing actions brought under that statutory cause of 
action.31 
30See Utah Code Ann. § 59-12-110(6)(a)-(c). 
31
 New York State Dep't of Environmental Conservation v. U.S. Dep't of Energy, 
772 F. Supp. 91 (N.D.N.Y.1991). 
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CONCLUSION 
For the foregoing reasons, the State asks this court to affirm the trial court's denial 
of summary judgment. 
DATED this / / ^ a y of October, 2001. 
MARK L. SHURTLEFF 
ATTORNEY GENERAL 
Paul M. McConkie 
Assistant Attorney General 
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Fred R. Silvester 
Spencer Siebers 
Silvester & Conroy 
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David W. Tundermann 
J. Michael Bailey 
Richard J. Angell 
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ADDENDUM 
1. Invoice #15050 for work commencing April 17, 1995 and "Semi-monthly 
Time Cards" for the period April 16, 1995 to April 30, 1995. Invoice 
shows "Approved MEC 6-4-95." 
2. Summary Table of Plaintiffs' Expenditures Prior to July 31, 1995 (R. at 
591, 592); and excerpt from Plaintiffs' "Data Base Spread Sheet." (R. at 
610 to 612). 
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Tabl 
ECKHOTF, WATSON and PREATOR ENGINEERING 
Engineering • Environmental Science • Surveying • Construction Administration 
INVOICE Invoice ft 15050 
April 30, 1995 
Page 1 
MARK CRIM 
UT DERR 
168 NORTH 1950 WEST 
FIRST FLOOR 
SALT LAKE CITY UT 84 116 
Client ID: EU38 
Project fl: EU38079501 BRENT REDD PROPERTY WORK PLAN AND BUDGET 
WORK ASSIGNMENT «EGZQ~1 
Contract Number : 950505 
Project Manager : DAVID FRIZ 
Professional Services for period ended: April 30, 1995 
PLEASE INCLUDE OUR PROJECT AND INVOICE NUMBERS ON 
YOUR REMITTANCE. THANK YOU. 
Professional Services Rate Hours Charge 
TASK 1 
P4-PROJECT GEOLOGIST 
DAVID FRIZ 
P2-GEOLOGIST 
BRUCE ELOFF 
T2-ENGR. TECHNICIAN 
MIKE MAGEE 
STEVEN SIMMONS 
C4-WORD PROCESSING 
SHERRY BRUGMAN 
2 7 . 2 5 
1 7 . 0 0 
1 1 . 0 0 
9 . 0 0 
1 0 . 4 0 
4 .50 
24 .50 
1 . 0 0 
2 . 0 0 
1 . 0 0 
3 3 . 0 0 
1 2 2 . 6 3 
4 1 6 . 5 0 
1 1 . 0 0 
1 8 . 0 0 
1 0 . 4 0 
5 7 8 . 5 3 
Professional Services 
Professional Services Fee 
Total Professional Services 
Base Fee 3% 
** Invoice Total ** 
33.00 578.53 
897.42 
1475.95 
44 .2i 
1, 520.23 
Award Fee 6% = $88.56 
Total Invoice including Award Fee = $1,608.79 
HUSR001503 
... LO?-yj — 
1121 East 3900 South, Suite C100« Salt Lake City, Utah 84124-1214 ' (801) 261-0090 • (801) 266-1671 I - M ^ ^ 
ECKHOFF, WATSON AND PREATOR ENGINEERING 
EMPLOYEE NO. 0 1 3 7 0 NAME 7>*»U R. P^> L 
SEMI-MONTHLY TIME CARD <*> « " " * « " **o 
PAY PERIOD FROM AA" /L / ^ ^ T H R U / f t /?/" 3 D 
T A T i i rr 1 1 y 7 1 , " ^ • * * * * ~ • • • c ^ 7 T y . k Q ? ™ zszac 
a? I 
o o 
-. 
./ 
\ J 
ECKHOFF W A T 
EMPLOYEE NO. : 
S O N and PREATOR ENGINEERING 
0 5 4 5 0 N A M E : B R U C E ELOFF DEP 
D30JECT NO | CLIENT 
AA 9ft 99 9^ !99: i 
, £ u j 35 
EU j 35 
EU j 35 
• £U I 35 
EU j 35 
J^i35 
EU j 35 
EU | 35 
EU | 35 
_EU 
EU 
EU 
35 
38 
38 
_EU^35 
G i 
0 1 
0 1 
0 1 
0 1 
0 1 
O i 
0 1 
0 1 
01 
07 
06 
0 1 
. ^ • 3 5 J 0 i 
E'J | 35 0 1 
93 MO) | DCS 
92 •'. 1! j DGS 
92 M D 
9 2 (1 1) 
9 2 11 1) 
92 (11 ! 
92 (11) 
93 (05) 
92 (04) 
92 (1 1) 
95 (01) 
95 (OD 
93 (04) 
3 3 ( 1 0 : 
9 2 ( 1 1 ! 
DGS 
DGS 
DGS 
DGS 
DGS 
OGS 
DGS 
DGS 
DERR 
DERR 
DGS 
DGS 
DGS 
JOB NAME 
LA SAL 
ESCALANTE 
ESCALANTE 
ESCALANTE 
ESCALANTE 
ESCALANTE 
ESCALANTE 
S WEBER 
WELLSVILLE 
ESCALANTE 
BRENT REEO 
Bianding Chevron 
H.inksviiie UDOT 
LA SAL UDOT 
ESCALANTE 
1 
i L_ _ 
i c - i " : c ; iE'.V>°/TnA!N;NG & EDUCATION 
E209S C3 
t 0 0 9 r j C? 
,t ••*••* o? 
EWP/GENERAL OVERHEAD 
EWP/GENERAL OVERHEAD 
EWP/PROJECT DEVELOPMENT 
VACAT ION 
[SICK LEAVE 
[HOLIDAY 
PHASf fcMP\.Y I 
COOC 1 COOf 1 
203 1 
203 
900 
208 
900 
900 
900 
301 
301 
208 
700 
203 
208 
002 
001 
I 003 
162 
162 
162 
162 
162 
162 i 
162 ! 
162 , 
J_62 
I 6 2 
162 
JI62 
162 
162 
162 
JCHARGEABLE HOURS % CHARGEABLE = 91 
|NQN CHARGEABLE HOURS 
|[EMPLOYEE~SIGNATURE X~^^- C I / i^af^L 
' A 
T 0 2 
ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION [ 
PST CLAIMS 
PST CLAIMS 
DRLG. COORDINATION j 
EWP MEETING 
MOB/DEMOB 
TRAVEL 
ABANDON WELLS 
SOIL CALCULATIONS 
SOIL CALCULATIONS 
EWP/QGS MEETING 
WORK PLAN PREP 
WORK PLAN PREP • Budget 
G W M Rpt Prep 
Stockpiled Soil Analysis 
Wo 'ko 'an Prep/Easement Agree. 
DERR Miinuai 
Network probiems/Olt ice sir. 
Bus. Development 
filY / OJ OJ 
HAND TOTALS 
SEMI.MONTHLY TIME CARD 
PAY PERIOD FROM Apri l 16. 1995 
TOTAL MOU"S 
HEGUIAA 
1 0 
2.0 
2.0 
1.0 
2.5 
14.5 
10.5 
3.0 
2.0 
2.0 
24 .5 
4 . 0 
1.0 
1.0 
2.5 
2.0 
I 3.0 
I 2.0 
OvtR. J 
TlMf I 
I 73.5 
[ 7.0 
[ _ 8 0 . 5 
Sun 
04/16 
Mon 
04/'. 7 
1.0 
2 .0 
2 .0 
1.0 
2.0 
! 6 .0 
2.0 
8 .0 
Tue 
04/18 
1.5 
6.5 
8 .0 
0 :•' 
8.0 
Wed 
04/19 
10.5 
10.5 
0 0 
10.5 
Thu 
04/20 
8.0 
8 .0 
0- v.» 
8 .0 
Fr. 
04/21 
1.0 
3.0 
2.0 
6.0 
C L'-
6.0 
THRU 
Sat 
04/72 
Sun 
04/23 
I i ~ 1 
Apri l 30 . 1995 
Mon 
04 QA 
2.0 
2 .0 
2 0 
2 .0 
4 . 0 l 
4 .0 
8 .0 
Tue 
04/25 
8.0 
i 
| 
I 
I 
8 .0 i 
8 .0 
W e d 
04/26 
8.0 
8.0 I 
O c./ 
8 .0 
Thu 
04 m 
| 4.Q 
4 . 0 
8 .0 | 
O O 
8.0 
Fri 
04/28 
2.5 
1.0 
1.0 
2.5 
1.0 
7 0 
1.0 
8 .0 
Sat 
04/?9 
r^m 
i 
h—V 
jj 
I 
ij 
& V^ • >. V ^ JO~ 
o 
o 
© 
ECKHOFF WATSON and PREATOR ENGINEERING SEMI-MONTHLY TIME CARD 
EMPLOYEE NO.: 12900 NAME-.MICHAEL E.MAGEE OEPT02 PAY PERIOD FROM 
PROJECT NO. 
[ A A 99 • 99 99 199) 
EH 
I c r 
[ 14. 
EG 
EU 
£A 
1 C v_ 
E3 
4 4 
4 5 
, 100 
33 
35 
4 0 
55 
35 
Ev.'l 5 3 
£S 
EC 
Ep 
£U 
11 
_5_5_ 
55 
38 
E0595 02 
E2C95 0 3 
EOC95 0 2 
£ i 5 9 5 0 2 
0 1 
06 
1 o i 
0 1 
0 1 
0 4 
1 8 
0 1 
13 
0 1 
0 1 
07 
9 4 
9 4 
9 4 
921 1 
9 4 
9 4 
95 
9 4 
9 1 
93 
9 4 0 2 
9 5 0 1 
CLIENT J O B N A M E 
| | 
H I G H L A N D 
SUNNYSiDE 
S H A R O N STEEL 
G R A N G E R H U N T E R 
UT OiV lS GEN SERV 
ALDER 
T O D D C R O S S L A N D 
RELIANCE H O M E S 
W E S T M I N S T E R 
SLCO 
C R O S S L A N D 
PROTERRA 
UTDERR 
B A S E B A L L FIELD 
W A T E R WELL 
UST SUBSURFACE 1 
E S C A L A N T E ! 
E D W A R D S AFB 
M N T . V I S T A 4 
N O R T H P O I N T E 
C A M P U S T R A N S 
AUDtT 
SUNSET PARK 
CENTENNIAL 
BRENT REDD PROP 
E W P / T R A I N I N G & E D U C A T I O N 
E W P / G E N E R A L O V E R H E A D 
E W P / G E N E R A L O V E R H E A D 
E W P / P R O J E C T D E V E L O P M E N T 
| V A C A T I 0 N ' 
[SICK L E A V E ! 
[HOLIDAY ! 
pMAsr 
_co Pj_ 
EMPlY 
_C0P1_ 
_ 1 4 1 
24 1 
j 2 4 1 
208 
241_ 
2 4 1 
; 2 4 1 
2 4 1 
2 4 1 
2 4 1 
17 : 2 4 1 
I 24 1 
002 
001 
_003_ 
2 4 1 
2 4 1 
[ C H A R G E A B L E H O U R S % C H A R G E A B L E =_ ! 8 9 
N O N C H A R G E A B L E H O U R S ; 
[EMPLOYEE S I G N A T U R E / , - • . . , . . . , . / . . — 
A C T I V I T Y D E S C R I P T I O N 
COST EST, D R A W I N G S [ 
SITE M A P A N D WELL DETAIL [ 
FIGURES 
FlRURES 
FIGURES 
DELIVERIES 
PLAN PROF, REO LINES 
REOLINES 
LOCATING F£MA INFO 
CHEMICAL IDENTIFICATION 
HEC2 RUNS 
COPIES 
FIGURES 
Mt ' t ' t i nys . AUnun 
/ 
r..v / ( . D 0 1 o i 
P*v 1* ' ) 0 T CM 
A,,,,,,.-.,, - M . J V O
 A ( ) ^ v J M O G M A N 0 I'.MAlS 
TOTAL 
REGULAR 
3 . 0 
2 .5 
3 . 0 
1.0 
0 . 5 
1.0 
2 1 . 0 
2 8 . 0 
2 .5 
L_1.5 j 
5 . 0 
j 1_._5 
I 1.0 
_!-.5 
1 
HOURS j 
OVER, j 
i TIME j 
70
 HiPi 
7 1 . 5 
[_8,5 
BO.O 
] 
1 1 
Mon 
04M? 
1.0 
1.0 
5.0 
•
1 0 
7 . 0 
1.0 
8 . 0 
A p r i l 1 7 . 1 9 9 5
 :
;
 | T H R U 
Tue 
04M« 
3 . 0 
3 . 0 
1.0 
0 . 5 
0 . 5 
7 .5 
0 . 5 
8 . 0 
Wed 
04M9 
3 .5 
4 . 0 
0 . 5 
8 . 0 
0 . 0 
8 . 0 
Thu 
0*170 
8 . 0 
8.0 
0 . 0 
8 . 0 
fr. 
04/? t 
1.5 
2.5 
4 . 0 
A.O 
4 . 0 
8 . 0 
Sat 
0*1?? 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 1 
Sun 
04/?3 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
_CU)_ 
Mon 
0*/?4 
8 . 0 
8.0 
0 . 0 
8^0 
A p r i l 30. 1 9 9 5 
Tue 
04/?; 
6 . 5 
1 5 
R 0 
0 . 0 
8 . 0 
Wed 
o*m 
2 . 0 
5 . 5 
0 . 5 
8 . 0 
0 . 0 
8 . 0 
Thu 
04/37 
0.5 
7 . 0 
0 . 5 
8 . 0 
0 . 0 
8 . 0 
Pri 
04/?l 
5 . 0 
! 3 . 0 
5 . 0 
3 . 0 
8 . 0 
\ 1 
1 
Sat 
04 /?» 
0 0 
0 0 
0 . 0 
Sun 
04/30
 j 
0.0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
Mon 
05/01 
0 , 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0.0 1 
0 . 0 
0.0 1 
J^ ' 
a 
© © 
en 
© 
s 
H 
E 
E 
T 
1 ff 
ECKHOFF, WATSON AND PREATOR ENGINEERING 
EMPLOYEE N O , 1 9 5 3 0 S t e v e n S i m m o n s 
JOB NUMBER 
0 6 3 7 0 
E U 3 5 0 1 9 3 10 
CLIENT 
1 
j 
JOB NAME JTask 
iCode 
DERR ! Standing Chevron 
DGS ; L A SAL JCT 700 
Emp 
Code 
ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION 
Qt// Iwork Plan Preperation 
iSOtL SAMPLING 
E S 7 3 0 1 9 2 STRANO S T R A N D 1 1 | I w e c k l y M o i n i c n a n c i ! 
^ . i | i t niueni sample v_oiiecnon 
j 2.2L 
E_Mf_003_9jJ JMescv-u- ;WWTDF 
EU380795-0) !UT DERP !B. Reed Prop. i 
1 
L_ i ! 
1 
E'Hueni Sample Analysis 
Mesquitc Title Block / Logo 
SITE MAP / FIGURES 
t ! 
l 
— . _ ..'.. . . . . .! _.._ ;. .. _.L. . 
- • • • • • ; — r 
: -
SPECIAL NON-CHARGEABLE JOBS ; j ( | ,;.•-,.•: 
E_0095 03 | 160'General Adm.n.straiion 
E0595 03 160;Tfaining and Education 
F.1S95 0?. . - e O - P f n i r c i . J f vn l opn . cm 
E 2 0 9 5 03 lG0 ,G« . - i : . i i l M u r k t l . n y 
.. :_..'; 
[VACATION 002 
SH-K. Lt AVfc 00 ! 
[HOLIDAY ' ;003 \ ; 
I C H A R G E A Q L E MO'JRS P " C M A I I C •= ?7%'.,<.,.. ...... -v.... 
|NQ,N-CHARC\EADLE VbuHS : - t . . . 
1 - - ^ n k w J S v z r . A.'_PD ™.3p«o.._. , „ _ »s,jQ6 101AlS 
SEMI-MONTHLY TIME SHEET 
DEPARTMENT: 02 
TOTAL 
HOURS 
REG 1 
11.50 I 
13.00 
6.00 
19.50 | 
2.00 
1.00 
7.00 
2.00 i 
5.00 
L.9.0O 
1 4.00 
1 62.00 
j 18.50 
jliip |_80.50 
j TOTAL HOURS- 8 0 . 5 0 
O.T. 
iip 
s 
16 
1 
T 
M 
17 
T 
18 
6.50J 2.50 
3 50 ; 6 00 
W 
19 
H 
20 
2.00J 0.50 
3.00 j 0 50 
j 2.00 
' 3 50 
l i L 0 0 
! 
I 
1 i 1 
1 00 : :_1.50 
! I 50 | 
io oo: o 50 ; 5 oo j 8.so 
1.00 1 j 1.50 | 1.50 
1 LOO. 8 50 6.00 j 10.00 
•^ 'io9. 
thru 
DAILY HOURS 
F 
21 
a 
22 
1 50 . 
1.00 
s | M 
23 ' 24 
| 
; 3 00 
i 50 
i 
j 
! 
' 
T 
25 
W 
26 
l 
l 00 : 
i 50 ; i 50 
"" 
-
\ " T s i F ~ " 
1 50 
2.50 
1 50 ! 
4 00 j 
: 0 50 
: 
! 0 50 
: 5.00 
0 50 j 
! 8.00 
1 C 00 i 
2.50 j 1.50 
4.50 ! 8.00 
j 
7.00 i 9.50 
H 
27 
F 
28 
4.50 j 5 50 
_3 50 3 50 
2.00 
L 1 
! 
. 
I. i 
i 
— 
i 
! 
— 1 — 
8.00 1 1.00 
8.00 i 1 1.00 
| so • '> 
A p r i 
A p r i 
3 
29 
. i 
1 1 6 . 1 3 3 3 1 
I 30. 1995 
& 
30 
' 
I 
.. . . 
~ j -] 
~ 
CO 
50 
en 
o 
00 
ECKHOFF, WATSON AND PREAJDR ENGINEERING ^ 
EMPLOYEE NO. C.-^tiL.C - NAME CJ/"ICPr"'-.,^ S.^ SrU(?m,-'/ /• - SEMI-MONTHLY TIME CARD PAY PERIOD EROM !~~1 LJ O\C 
(TO Bt Hl_L£D CX/T OJLT) 
1
 THRU__?D_ 
.<-1Syt-
[003!\l/' 
CHARGEABLE HOURS (% CHARGCABLC -'cAO'^fO 
NON CHARGEABLE HOURS 
Ovcr'v:rn'c n; uul.^dnieO l iou f j worked over «'.Q in one workweek 
Tab 2 
Summary Table of Plaintiffs' Expenditures Prior to July 31,1995 
AGENCY 
4804410 
4804410 
4804410 
4804410 
4804410 
4804410 
4804410 
4804410 
4804410 
4804410 
4804410 
4804410 
4804410 
4804410 
4804410 
4804410 
4804410 
4804410 
4804410 
4804410 
4804410 
4804410 
4804410 
4804410 
4804410 
4804410 
4804410 
4804410 
4804410 
4804410 
4804410 
4804410 
4804410 
4804410 J 
APPR 
NAC 
NAC 
NAC 
NAC 
NAC 
NAC 
NAC 
NAC 
NAC 
NAC 
NAC 
NAC 
NAC 
NAC 
NAC 
NAC 
NAC 
NAC 
NAC 
NAC 
NAC 
NAC 
NAC 
NAC 
NAC 
NAC 
NAC 
NAC 
NAC 
NAC 
NAC 
NAC 
NAC 
NAC ( 
REP 
4G55 
4G55 
4G55 
4G55 
4G55 
4FX5 
4GL5 
4G55 
4G55 
4G55 
4G55 
4G55 
4FX5 
4GL5 
4G55 
4G55 
4G55 
4G55 
4G55 
4FX5 
4GL5 
4G55 
4G55 
4G55 
4G55 
4G55 
4FX5 
4GL5 
4G55 
4G55 
4G55 
4G55 
4G55 
4FX5 1 
OBJECT 
5101 
5101 
5101 
5101 
5101 
5101 
5101 
5160 
5160 
5160 
5160 
5160 
5160 
5160 
5170 
5170 
5170 
5170 
5170 
5170 
5170 
5180 
5180 
5180 
5180 
5180 
5180 
5180 
5190 
5190 
5190 
5190 
5190 
5190 1 
DOLLAR 
$34.40 
$137.60 
$6.74 
$68.80 
$13.48 
$51.60 
$7.12 
$19.95 
$4.99 
$0.97 
$9.97 
$1.95 
$7.48 
$1.04 
$10.51 
$2.63 
$0.51 
$5.25 
$1.01 
$3.94 
$0.54 
$2.38 
$9.49 
$1.14 
$4.74 
$2.25 
$3.56 
$1.20 
$1.96 
$0.49 
$0.09 
$0.99 
$0.19 
$0.74 J 
PROJECT 
4GZQEEXX 
4GZQEEXX 
4GZQE7XX 
4GZQEEXX 
4GZQE7XX 
4HLREEXX 
4GZQE7XX 
4GZQEEXX 
4GZQEEXX 
4GZQE7XX 
4GZQEEXX 
4GZQE7XX 
4HLREEXX 
4GZQE7XX 
4GZQEEXX 
4GZQEEXX 
4GZQE7XX 
4GZQEEXX 
4GZQE7XX 
4HLREEXX 
4GZQE7XX 
4GZQEEXX 
4GZQEEXX 
4GZQE7XX 
4GZQEEXX 
4GZQE7XX 
4HLREEXX 
4GZQE7XX 
4GZQEEXX 
4GZQEEXX 
4GZQE7XX 
4GZQEEXX 
4GZQE7XX 
4HLREEXX | 
DATE 
19950630 
19950616 
19950630 
19950630 
19950630 
19950505 
19950728 
19950616 
19950630 
19950630 
19950630 
19950630 
19950505 
19950728 
19950616 
19950630 
19950630 
19950630 
19950630 
19950505 
19950728 
19950630 
19950616 
19950630 
19950630 
19950630 
19950505 
19950728 
19950616 
19950630 
19950630 
19950630 
19950630 
19950505 J 
FY 
1995 
1995 
1995 
1995 
1995 
1995 
1996 
1995 
1995 
1995 
1995 
1995 
1995 
1996 
1995 
1995 
1995 
1995 | 
1995 
1995 
1996 
1995 
1995 
1995 
1995 
1995 
1995 
1996 
1995 
1995 
1995 
1995 
1995 
1995 J 
MONTH 
12 
12 
12 
13 
13 
11 
02 
12 
12 
12 
13 
13 
11 
02 
12 
12 
12 
13 
13 
11 
02 
12 
12 
12 
13 
13 
11 
02 
12 
12 
12 
13 
13 
11 1 
LINE 
AGENCY 
4804410 
4804410 
4804410 
4804410 
4804410 
4804410 
4804410 
4804410 
4804410 
4804410 
4804410 
4804107 
4804107 
4804410 
4804410 
4804410 
4804410 
4804410 
4804410 
4804410 
4804410 
4804410 
4804410 
APPR 
NAC 
NAC 
NAC 
NAC 
NAC 
NAC 
NAC 
NAC 
NAC 
NAC 
NAC 
NAC 
NAC 
NAC 
NAC 
NAC 
NAC 
NAC 
NAC 
NAC 
NAC 
NAC 
NAC 
REP 
4GL5 
4G55 
4G55 
4G55 
4G55 
4G55 
4FX5 
4GL5 
4G55 
4G55 
4FX5 
4FX5 
4FX5 
4G55 
4G55 | 
4FX5 
4FX5 
4G55 
4G55 
4G55 
4G55 
4G55 
4FX5 
OBJECT 
5190 
5300 
5300 
5300 
5300 
5300 
5300 
5300 
6132 
' 6132 
6132 
6137 
6137 
6544 
6544 
6544 
6597 
9901 
9901 
9901 
9901 
9901 
9901 
DOLLAR 
$0.08 
$1.31 
$0.33 
$0.06 
$0.65 
$0.12 
$0.49 
$0.09 
$3.53 
$0.32 
$1.45 
$1,520.23 
$363.74 
$1.45 
$0.13 
$0.31 
$0.03 
$1.38 
$3.44 
$0.67 
$11.01 
$2.16 
$5.16 
$2,337.84 J 
PROJECT 
4GZQE7XX 
4GZQEEXX 
4GZQEEXX 
4GZQE7XX 
4GZQEEXX 
4GZQE7XX 
4HLREEXX 
4GZQE7XX 
4GZQEEXX 
4GZQE7XX 
4HLREEXX 
4UGZQ444 
4UGZQ444 
4GZQEEXX 
4GZQE7XX 
4HLREEXX 
4HLREEXX 
4GZQEEXX 
4GZQEEXX 
4GZQE7XX 
4GZQEEXX 
4GZQE7XX 
4HLREEXX 
1 
DATE 
19950728 
19950616 
19950630 
19950630 
19950630 
19950630 
19950505 
19950728 
19950630 
19950630 
19950627 
19950621 
19950630 
19950630 
19950630 
19950630 
19950627 
19950616 
19950630 
19950630 
19950630 
19950630 
19950505 
FY 
1996 
1995 
1995 
1995 
1995 
1995 
1995 
1996 
1995 
1995 
1995 
1995 
1995 
1995 
1995 
1995 
1995 
1995 
1995 
1995 
1995 
1995 
1995 
MONTH 
02 
12 
12 
12 
13 
13 
11 
02 
13 
13 
12 
12 
13 
13 
13 
13 
12 
12 
12 
12 
13 
13 
11 
LINE 
TEL ALLOC 480834DEQRHB 
TEL ALLOC 480834DEQRHB 
PHONE ALLOC 0883DEQDSJ 
95-1277/14775-1505EWP 004 
95-1277/15132-36EWP 005 
WAN ALLOC 480833CEQDSJ 
WAN ALLOC 480833CEQDSJ 
WAN ALLOC 480833CEQDSJ 
ITS ALLOC 0883N EQDSJ 
See Plaintiffs' "Data Base Spread Sheet" (attached). 
318478.1 
4804410 
4804410 
4804410 
4804410 
4804410 
4804410 
NAC 
NAC 
NAC 
NAC 
NAC 
NAC 
4804410 
4804410 
4804107 
4804107 
4804107 
4804107 NAC 
UGL6 6132 
WGL6 
4GL6 
kGL6 
4GL6 
NAC 
NAC 
NAC 
NAC 
NAC 
6132 
6132 
6132 
WGL6 
WGL6 
WGL6 
kXXX 6132 
6132 
6132 
6132 
6132 
$2.814GZQEEXX 19960221 1996J08 
$1.08 4GZQE4XX 
$1.24 4GZQE7XX 
-$15.03 4GZOEEXX 
-$2.47 
-$13.61 
-$1.50 
-$3.78 
h9960329 
4GZQE7XX 
4GZQEEXX 
4GZQE4XX 
WGZQE7XX 
$3.594UGZQEXX 
kXXX 6132 
kxxx 
kxxx 
4804107 ftAC 
4801541 NAZ 
4804107 NAC 
4801541 NAZ 
4804041 
4804041 
4804041 
kXXX 6132 
6132 
$2.47 4UGZQEXX 19960329 1996)09 
6132 
1XXX 6132 
kxxx 
1XXX 
NAZ 
NAZ 
NAZ 
4804041 
kXXX 6132 
kxxx 
kxxx 
NAZ 
6132 
6132 
6132 
6132 
kxxx 6132 
119960221 
19960221 
19960329 
19960422 
19960422 
19960422 
19960318 1996 
1996 08 
1996 08 
11996 09 
1996 09 
1996 
11996 
1996 
$15.03 4UGZQEXX tt 9960329 
$27.25 4UGZQEXX 19960422 h996 
PHON ALLOC JAN 96EQDSJ 
PHON ALLOC JAN 96EQDSJ 
PHON ALLOC JAN 96EQDSJ 
PRSN'L CHRG CORR EQDKH 
pRSN'L CHRG CORR EQDKH 
10 
no 
10 
09 
1996 09 
$5.084UGZQEXX h 9960529 1996J11 
$1.74 KUGZQEXX 
$0.12 
h9960624 
kUGZQEXX 
$3.534UGZQEXX tt 9960722 
tt9960624 
$13.45 MUGZQEXX tt996l021 (1997 )04 
$4.65 kUGZQEXX tt9961120 
$8.20 kUGZQEXX 
$4.61 kUGZQEXX 
N9961223 
H9961231 
10 
PHONE ALLOC MAR EQDSJ 
PHONE ALLOC MAR EQDSJ 
PHONE ALLOC MAR EQDSJ 
PHONE ALLOC FEB EQDSJ 
PRSN'L CHRG CORR 
PRSN'L CHRG CORR 
HONE ALLOC MAR EQDSJ 
>HONE ALLOC APR EQDSJ 
11996 12 
1996 
11996 
1997 05 
h997 
h997 
12 PHONE ALLOC 5/96 EQDSJ 
113 
>HONE ALLOC 5/96 EQDSJ 
PHONE ALLOCATIONS/DERR 
P6 
P7 
fTELEPHONE ALLOCATION OCT 96 
TELEPHONE ALLOCATIONS 
n-ELEPHONE ALLOC DEC 96 
TELEPHONE ALLOC 1 QTR FY 97 
4804041 NAZ kxxx 6132 $4.44 kUGZQEXX H997Q131 h997 P8 rTELEPHONE ALLOCATION JAN 97 
4804041 NAZ kxxx 6132 
4804041 NAZ kXXX 6132 
$2.28 kUGZQEXX h9970228 h997 P9 [TELEPHONE ALLOCATION FEB 97 
$3.07 kUGZQEXX h 9970330 1997 10 TELEPHONE ALLOCATION MAR 97 
4804041 NAZ kXXX 6132 $1.42kUGZQEXX h9970430 h997| l1 TELEPHONE ALLOCATION APR 97 
4804041 NAZ kXXX 6132 $0.89 kUGZQEXX h 9970531 1997J12 TELEPHONME ALLOCATIONS 5-97 
4804041 NAZ kXXX 6132 $5.16 kUGZQEXX h9970930 h998 p4 PHONE ALLOC 1ST QTR FY98 
4804041 NAZ kxxx 6132 $12.13 kUGZQEXX tt9971031 1998 05 PHONE ALLOCATION OCT 97 
U804041 NAZ kxxx 6132 $1.50 kUGZQEXX H9971216 H998 06 NOVEMBER PHONE ALLOCATIONS 
4804041 NAZ kXXX 6132 $3.73 kUGZQEXX h9971231 H998 P7 PHONE ALLOCATIONS DEC 98 
4804041 NAZ kXXX 6132 $2.75 kUGZQEXX h9980131 1998 P8 PHONE ALLOCATION JAN 98 
4804041 NAZ kxxx 6132 $9.34 kUGZQEXX h9980228 h998 P9 pHONE ALLOCATION FEB 98 
4804041 NAZ kxxx 6132 $10.01 kUGZQEXX h9980228 1998 h0 pHONE ALLOCATION MAR 98 
4804041 NAZ kxxx 6132 $4.15 kUGZQEXX h9980430 H998 hi pHONE ALLOCATION APR 98 
4804041 NAZ kxxx 6132 $2.11 kUGZQEXX h9980530 h998 H2 pHONE ALLOCATION MAY 98 
k804041 NAZ kxxx 6132 $19.27 kUGZQEXX h9980930 h999 04 pHONE ALLOC 1ST QTR FY 99 
k804041 NAZ kxxx 6132 $4.24 kUGZQEXX h9981030 H999 05 pHONE ALLOCATIONS OCT 98 
k804041 NAZ kxxx 6132 $1.45 kUGZQEXX h9981130 H999 P6 pHONE ALLOCATIONS NOV 98 
k804041 NAZ kxxx 6132 
k804041 NAZ kxxx 6132 
$9.49 kUGZQEXX h 9981231 M999 08 pHONE ALLOCATION JAN 99 
$8.62 kUGZQEXX h 9981231 M999 08 pHONE ALLOCATION DEC f 
k804041 NAZ kxxx 6132 $2.79 kUGZQEXX h 9990330 H999 ho pHONE ALLOCATION MAR 99 
k804729 U29 kxxx 6132 
4804729 fr29 kxxx 6132 
$4.71 kUGZQEXX 19990525 M999 11 pNONE ALLOC APR99EQDSJ 
$9.00kUGZQEXX M9990728 M999 13 UUNE 99 PHONE EQDSJ 
k804729 fr29 kxxx 6132 $8.49 kUGZQEXX 19991028 pooo P4 TELJUL-AUG00 EQDSJ 
4804729 U29 4XXX 6132 $2.92 kUGZQEXX h 9991101 2000 04 pHONE ALLOC SEP99EQDSJ 
4804729 U29 kXXX 6132 $9.76 kUGZQEXX h9991030 2000 P5 pHONE ALLOC OCT99EQVB 
4804729 \729 4XXX 6132 $29.97 kUGZQEXX h9991130 pooo P6 NOV 99 PHONE ALLOEQVB 
4804041 NAZ WXXX 6135 $1,000.00 kUGZQEXX h 9961106 h997 P5 DISPOSE OF WASTE WATER 
4804107 
4804107 
NAC 
NAC 
kFX5 6137 
4FX5 6137 
$1,520.23 kUGZQ444 
$363.74 
h9950621 h995 
WUGZQ444 tt9950630 
h2 B5-1277/14775-15050EWP 004 
h995 h3 95-1277/15132-36EWP 005 
k804107 )NAC (4XXX J6137 $40.86 kUGZQEXX h 9951031 (1996 (04 951277/14689 EWP 002 
(4804107 NAC WXXX 6137 $5,855.69 [4UGZQEXX [19951025 J1996 |04 ©51277/16059-112EWP 002 
4804107 NAC WXXX 6137 $3,428.99 kUGZQEXX 19951002 1996 P4 B51277/15798-803 EWP 004 
4804107 NAC kxxx 6137 $849.05 kUGZQEXX 19951227 H996 P6 B51277/AWARD EWP 003 
4804107 NAC kxxx 6137 $2,426.72 WUGZQEXX 19951227 M996 P6 B51277/16824-17063 EWP 003 
W804107 NAC kxxx 6137 $13,721.56 WUGZQEXX 19951227 h996 06 £51277/16824-17063 EWP 001 
4804107 NAC kxxx 6137 $21,126.18 WUGZQEXX 19960105 h996 P7 B51277/17060-182EWP 004 
4804107 NAC kxxx 6137 $225.98 WUGZQEXX M9960228 M996 P8 CONTRACT*95-1277/17062-364 003 
4804107 NAC kxxx 6137 $1,632.82 WUGZQEXX h9960311 h996 09 C#951277/INV 17626-17631 006 
4804107 NAC WXXX 6137 $1,587.84 (4UGZQEXX (19960311 (1996 p9 C*951277/INV 17626-17631 005 
4804107 NAC WXXX 6137 $2,670.81 WUGZQEXX 19960515 h996 h i CONTRACT* 95-1277 003 
W801541 NAZ hxxx 6137 $2,275.21 WUGZQEXX 19960627 H996 12 :ONTRACT* 95-1277 002 
801541 NAZ hXXX 6137 $15,798.15 WUGZQEXX 19960806 1996 P3 DONTRACT* 95-1277 002 
1804041 NAZ WXXX 6137 $7,195.21 WUGZQEXX 19960930 tt997 P3 X)NTRACT# 95-1277 003 
4804041 NAZ WXXX 6137 $2,514.19 WUGZQEXX 19961002 h997 04 CONTRACT* 95-1277 004 
4804041 NAZ WXXX 6137 $5,072.59 WUGZQEXX 19961029 1997 04 CONTRACT* 95-1277 002 
4804041 NAZ WXXX 6137 $18.76 WUGZQEXX 119961106 h997 P5 002 
W804041 NAZ WXXX 6137 $4,333.22 WUGZQEXX H9961118 1997 P5 CONTRACT* 95-1277 002 
4804041 NAZ WXXX 6137 $2,001.46 WUGZQEXX 19961218 M997 P6 CONTRACT* 95-1277 002 
W804041 NAZ WXXX 6137 $151.82 WUGZQEXX h9970127 H997 P7 CONTRACT* 95-1277 002 
14804041 NAZ WXXX 6137 $2,498.63 WUGZQEXX 19970210 H997 P8 CONTRACT* 95-1277 002 
W804041 NAZ WXXX 6137 $1,964.07 WUGZQEXX h9970311 H997 09 CONTRACT* 95-1277 004 
U804041 NAZ kxxx 6137 $1,447.55 WUGZQEXX h9970328 h997 09 CONTRACT* 95-1277 
14804041 NAZ WXXX 6137 $99.33 WUGZQEXX H9970418 h997 ho CONTRACT* 95-1277 002 
W804041 NAZ WXXX 6137 $3,075.44 WUGZQEXX h9970512 N997 h i CONTRACT* 95-1277 002 
K804041 NAZ WXXX 6137 $870.19 WUGZQEXX h9970626 h997 \\2 CONTRACT* 95-1277 005 
k804041 NAZ WXXX 6137 $267.55 WUGZQEXX h 9970731 H997 tt3 CONTRACT* 95-1277 002 
W804041 NAZ WXXX 6137 -$6,720.97 WUGZQEXX h 9970806 h997 h3 CORRECT CODING EQMAE 
k804041 NAZ WXXX 6137 $2,153.19 WUGZQEXX h9970811 h997 h3 FY97 EXP PD IN 98EQCPS 
W804041 NAZ 4XXX 6137 $13,441.94 WUGZQEXX 19970815 H997 113 CRRCT 748001860 EQMAE 
W804041 NAZ WXXX 6137 $2,153.19 WUGZQEXX h9970811 M998 P2 CONTRACT* 95-1277 003 
W804041 NAZ kxxx 6137 -$2,153.19 WUGZQEXX h99708t2 h998 P2 FY97 EXP PD IN 98EQCPS 
W804041 NAZ WXXX 6137 $595.36 WUGZQEXX h 9970917 h998 03 CONTRACT*95-1277 003 
k804041 NAZ WXXX 6137 $1,412.35 WUGZQEXX [19970831 N998 04 CONTRACT* 95-1277 004 
W804041 NAZ WXXX 6137 $79.02 WUGZQEXX h9970831 h998 04 CONTRACT* 95-1277 004 
k804041 NAZ kxxx 6137 $758.37 WUGZQEXX h9971208 h998 P6 CONTRACT* 95-1277 003 
k 804 041 NAZ kxxx 6137 $3,920.66 WUGZQEXX h9971223 h998 P6 CONTRACT* 95-1277 
W804041 NAZ WXXX 6137 $1,015.47 WUGZQEXX h9980122 h998 P7 CONTRACT #95-1277 
4804041 NAZ kxxx 6137 $215.58 WUGZQEXX h9980121 h998 P7 PONTRACT *95-1277 
4804041 NAZ kxxx 6137 $2,234.51 WUGZQEXX h9980225 h998 08 CONTRACT* 95-1277 004 
4804041 NAZ kxxx 6137 $1,374.08 WUGZQEXX h 9980325 11998 09 CONTRACT* 95-1277 004 
4804041 NAZ kxxx 6137 $123.26 WUGZQEXX h9980414 h998 MO CONTRACT* 95-1277 003 
4804041 NAZ kxxx 6137 $2,139.54 WUGZQEXX h9980513 M998 hi CONTRACT* 95-1277 002 
4804041 NAZ kxxx 6137 $454.29 WUGZQEXX h9980617 h998 h2 CONTRACT#95-1277 004 
4804041 NAZ WXXX 6137 $1,220.89 WUGZQEXX h 9980708 1998 h2 CONTRACT* 95-1277 003 
4804041 NAZ WXXX 6137 $3,069.57 WUGZQEXX 119980729 h998 h3 ENVIRONMENTAL 004 
4804041 NAZ kxxx 6137 $3,773.65 WUGZQEXX 19980831 M999 03 ENVIRONMENTAL 004 
4804041 NAZ kxxx 6137 $6,662.43 WUGZQEXX h9980831 1999 P3 CONTRACT* 95-1277 004 
4804041 NAZ kXXX 6137 $2,256.01 kUGZQEXX h9980831 h999 P4 CONTRACT* 95-1277 003 
4804041 NAZ kXXX 6137 $80.62 kUGZQEXX 
$4,110.84 (4UGZQEXX 
h9990323 h999 09 ENVIRONMENTAL 
4804729 fr29 kXXX 6137 (19990503 h 999 (11 CONTRACT* 99-6238 001 
W804729 U29 WXXX 6137 $167.59WUGZQEXX 19990602 H999 hi CONTRACT* 99-6238 005 
W804729 U29 WXXX 6137 $269.03 kUGZQEXX 19990630 1999 H2 CONTRACT* 99-6238 001 
(4804729 [729 WXXX 6137 $1,023.41 kUGZQEXX 19990630 11999 12 CONTRACT* 99-6238 005 
W804729 U29 WXXX 6137 $2,444.18 WUGZQEXX 119990630 h999 112 CONTRACT* 99-6238 002 
W804729 R29 WXXX 6137 $2,816.55 WUGZQEXX 19990728 h999 h3 CONTRACT* 99-6328 004 
W804729 U29 WXXX 6137 $233.33 WUGZQEXX 19990908 pooo P3 CONTRACT* 99-6238 003 
W804729 1729 WXXX 6137 $233.33 WUGZQEXX 119990630 11999 h3 FY99 ACCRUED EXP EQMJB 
W804729 U29 WXXX 6137 -$233.33 WUGZQEXX 19990911 C000 P3 FY99 ACCRUED EXP EQMJB 
W804729 P29 WXXX 6137 $244.28 WUGZQEXX 19991025 2000 04 CONTRACT* 99-6238 004 
W804729 729 WXXX 6137 $3,749.12 kUGZQEXX (19991124 [2000 |D5 CONTRACT* 99-6238 001 
W804731 fr31 WXXX 6138 $258.45 WUGZQEXX 19980630 h998 13 WTH QTR AG BILL EQMAE 
W804731 fr31 kXXX 6138 $1,248.17 WUGZQEXX 19981201 h999 05 MST QTR AG BILL EQMAE 
W804041 NAZ WXXX 6138 $3,792.83 WUGZQEXX h9990402 1999 09 
W804729 \729 WXXX 6138 $969.68 WUGZQEXX 19990604 1999 hi KGMOA3RDQTR EQMAE 
W804729 U29 WXXX 6138 $472.74 WUGZQEXX 19990722 1999 h3 WTH QTRAG BILL EQMAE 
W804729 U29 WXXX 6138 $2,195.52 WUGZQEXX M9991201 P000 P5 AGMOA1STQTR EQMAE 
W804410 NAC WGL6 6161 $11.04 WGZQEEXX H9960123 h996 07 RENT ALLC 2ND QTREQDSJ 
W804410 NAC WGL6 6161 $4.13WGZQE7XX h9960123 h996 07 RENT ALLC 2ND QTREQDSJ 
W804410NAC WGL6 6161 -$11.04 WGZQEEXX h9960329 h996 P9 PRSN1 CHRG CORR EQDKH 
14804410 |NAC WGL6 6161 -$4.13 WGZQE7XX 19960329 1996 P9 PRSN'L CHRG CORR EQDKH 
W804410NAC WGL6 6161 -$21.35 WGZQEEXX h9960429 H996 ho RENT ALLOC 3D QTREQDSJ 
W804410 NAC WGL6 6161 -$4.26 WGZQE7XX h 9960429 h996 ho RENT ALLOC 3D QTREQDSJ 
804410 NAC MGL6 6161 $0.46 WGZQE7XX h9960429 H996 10 RENT ALLOC 3D QTREQDSJ 
804107 NAC WXXX 6161 $11.04 WUGZQEXX h 9960329 M996 09 PRSN'L CHRG CORR 
W804107 NAC WXXX 6161 $4.13 WUGZQEXX h 9960329 h996 09 PRSN1 CHRG CORR 
W804107 NAC WXXX 6161 $72.97 WUGZQEXX tt9960429 H996 ho RENT ALLOC 3D QTREQDSJ 
W801541 NAZ 1XXX 6165 $196.36 WUGZQEXX h9960806 h996 h3 
W804041 NAZ WXXX 6165 $206.42 WUGZQEXX h9970203 h997 08 ENTER PROJECT CODE 
W804041 NAZ WXXX 6165 $92.79 WUGZQEXX h9971015 h998 P5 MOTOR POOL ALLOC SEP 97 
W804041 NAZ WXXX 6166 $3.00 WUGZQEXX h 9971030 h998 05 PETTY CASH 
W804410 NAC WGL5 6171 $31.34 WGZQEEXX H99511Q1 M996 P4 RENT ALLOC EQDSJ 
k604410 NAC WGL5 6171 $2.96WGZQE7XX h9951101 h996 04 RENT ALLOC EQDSJ 
k804410 NAC WGL6 6171 -$31.34 WGZQEEXX h9960329 H996 09 PRSN'L CHRG CORR EQDKH 
14804410 NAC WGL6 6171 -$2.96 WGZQE7XX h9960329 h996 P9 PRSN'L CHRG CORR EQDKH 
W804107 NAC WXXX 6171 $2.96 WUGZQEXX h9960329 N996 (09 PRSN'L CHRG CORR 
W804107 NAC kxxx 6171 $31.34 WUGZQEXX h9960329 h996 09 PRSN'L CHRG CORR 
W804107 NAC WXXX 6171 $16.75 WUGZQEXX M9960719 h996 h3 RENT ALLOCATION 
W801541 NAZ hxxx 6171 $14.38 WUGZQEXX M9960722 h996 h3 RENT ALLOCATIONS 
W804041 NAZ kxxx 6171 $41.38 WUGZQEXX h9960930 M997 04 RENT ALLOC 1ST QTR FY 97 
k 804 041 NAZ kxxx 6171 $58.87 kUGZQEXX h 9961231 h997 07 RENT ALLOCATION 2ND QTR 97 
W804041 NAZ kxxx 6171 $14.34 WUGZQEXX h 9970131 h997 07 PENT ALLOCATION JAN 97 
k 804041 NAZ kXXX 6171 $8.00 WUGZQEXX M9970228 h997 08 RENT ALLOCATION FEB 97 
f4 804 041 NAZ kxxx 6171 $7.24 WUGZQEXX H9970331 h997 09 PENT ALLOCATIONS MAR 97 
W804041 NAZ WXXX 6171 $3.69 WUGZQEXX h9970428 h997 hO RENT ALLOCATION APRIL 97 
W804041 NAZ WXXX 6171 $2.83 WUGZQEXX 19970531 h997 h2 RENT ALLOCATIONS MAY 97 
W804041 NAZ WXXX 6171 $17.32 kUGZQEXX h 9970930 M998 03 RENT ALLOC 1ST QTR FY98 
W804041 NAZ WXXX 6171 $39.96 WUGZQEXX 19971031 h998 05 RENT ALLOCATION OCT 97 
W804041 NAZ kxxx 6171 $5.41 kUGZQEXX H9971211 1998 P6 NOVEMBER RENT ALLOCATIONS 
4804041 NAZ kxxx 6171 $10.39 kUGZQEXX H9971231 h998 P7 
PI 
ENT ALLOCATIONS DEC 98 
4804041 NAZ WXXX 6171 $8.65 kUGZQEXX 19980131 1998 07 ENT ALLOCATION JAN 98 
